Background {#Sec1}
==========

Core/shell architecture has acquired increasing interest due to the possibility of combining different materials and fabricating nanostructures with improved characteristics \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. In addition to varying size, shape, and composition, tuning of magnetic properties through the interface coupling of different magnetic materials becomes a prevailing strategy, introducing a new variable for the rational material design and property control in fundamental science and technological applications \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Recent studies have demonstrated some merits of bimagnetic core/shell nanocrystals in improving the energy product of permanent magnets \[[@CR5]\], enhancing the thermal stability of magnetic nanocrystals to overcome the "superparamagnetic limitation" in recording media \[[@CR6]\], and optimizing the parameters of nanoparticles for biomedical applications \[[@CR3], [@CR7]\]. The exploration of core/shell combinations of different magnetic materials will provide a better fundamental understanding of magnetic interactions and make it possible to achieve the desirable magnetic characteristics for various specific applications.

As one of the most important and widely utilized magnetic materials, the spinel ferrite system consists of both magnetically hard and soft materials. For example, cobalt ferrite (CoFe~2~O~4~) is magnetically hard with a large magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant *K* \> 10^6^ erg/cm^3^ \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. On the other hand, magnetite (Fe~3~O~4~) is a ferrite with a much smaller magnetic anisotropy constant *K* ∼ (10^4^ ÷ 10^5^) erg/cm^3^ \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]. Due to the same crystallographic structure and almost negligible lattice mismatch among these spinel ferrites, it should be markedly controllable to epitaxially grow a uniformed shell over a core. Among other things, such kind of the well-defined bimagnetic spinel ferrite nanocrystals with core/shell architecture can provide a better platform for the fundamental understanding of magnetism and the relationship between the crystalline structure, the morphology, and the physical properties.

According to the data of the recent review paper \[[@CR10]\], the magnetic properties of core/shell structures are determined by such parameters as a size, particular order (soft/hard or hard/soft), and geometric shape of core and shell (spherical or planar). In addition, the magnetic properties depend on the difference in magnetic parameters between the core and shell materials as well as on the presence or absence of the dipolar and exchange-coupled interactions that affect the spin reversal processes \[[@CR11]\]. The no less important factors in determining the magnetic properties of the core/shell structures are their size distribution and microstructure change when processed at high temperatures. Core and shell may coalesce at high temperatures forming a structure of core nanoparticles embedded in a shell matrix \[[@CR12]\]. Due to these obstacles, a number of issues related to understanding the surface and interface phenomena, the mechanisms of magnetic coupling at the core-shell interface and others, remain to be explored.

The majority of the publications on core/shell magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) deal with the co-precipitation of slightly soluble compounds from aqueous solutions \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. The complex and uncontrollable mechanism of such reactions involves crystal nucleation, growth, coarsening, or agglomeration processes, which occur simultaneously. This often results in the agglomeration of nanoparticles. In the works of \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\], MFe~2~O~4~ nanoparticles (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn) with spinel structure were synthesized from metal chlorides in a diethylene glycol (DEG) solution. The complex reaction of DEG with transition metal cations makes it possible to separate in time the crystal nucleation and growth processes and, thus, to partially control the particles' size and aggregation. It looks appealing to use these advantages to clarify some of the issues mentioned above.

In light of the above comments, the aims of the present work were to synthesize CoFe~2~O~4~/Fe~3~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~/CoFe~2~O~4~ core/shell nanoparticles from a DEG solution, understand the effect of core/shell architecture on magnetization and effective anisotropy of MNPs, and pave the way to fabricate MNPs with tunable magnetic parameters for various technological and biomedical applications.

Experimental {#Sec2}
============

Details of Synthesis {#Sec3}
--------------------

For the synthesis of CoFe~2~O~4~/Fe~3~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~/CoFe~2~O~4~ core/shell MNPs, iron (III) chloride nonahydrate (97% FeCl~3~·9H~2~O, Sigma Aldrich), cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate (98% Co(NO~3~)~2~·6H~2~O, Sigma Aldrich), iron (II) sulfate heptahydrate (99% FeSO~4~·7H~2~O, Sigma Aldrich), sodium hydroxide (98% NaOH), and diethylene glycol (99% DEG, Sigma Aldrich) were used as starting reagents. All stages of synthesis were carried out in a three-neck flask in argon atmosphere according to the method described in Reference \[[@CR18]\]. At the first stage of the synthesis, individual CoFe~2~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs were prepared, which were subsequently used as respective cores of CoFe~2~O~4~/Fe~3~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~/CoFe~2~O~4~ core/shell MNPs.

### Synthesis of CoFe~2~O~4~ MNPs {#Sec4}

Co(NO~3~)~2~⋅6H~2~O and FeCl~3~⋅9H~2~O in a molar ratio (1:2) were dissolved in DEG. At the same time, NaOH in DEG was prepared. The alkali solution was added to the mixture of Co(NO~3~)~2~·6H~2~O and FeCl~3~·9H~2~O salts, and the resulting mixture was stirred for 2 h. The obtained solution was heat-treated at 200--220 °C (60 min). Oleic acid was then added to the DEG solution, and the mixture was further stirred for 10--20 min. The resulting colloidal solution after cooling was centrifuged, redispersed in ethanol, and dried in the air.

### Synthesis of Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs {#Sec5}

FeSO~4~·7H~2~O and FeCl~3~·9H~2~O in a molar ratio (1:2) were dissolved in DEG. At the same time, NaOH in DEG was prepared. The alkali solution was added to the mixture of the salts FeSO~4~·7H~2~O and FeCl~3~·9H~2~O, and the resulting mixture was stirred for 2 h. The obtained solution was heat-treated at 200--220 °C (60 min). Oleic acid was then added to the diethylene glycol solution, and the mixture was further stirred for 10--20 min. The resulting precipitate after cooling was centrifuged, redispersed in ethanol, and dried in the air.

### Synthesis of CoFe~2~O~4~/Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs {#Sec6}

CoFe~2~O~4~/Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles with a core/shell structure were synthesized in a three-neck flask in the argon atmosphere. As a core of the MNPs, CoFe~2~O~4~ nanoparticles, which were synthesized by the method described above, were used. The average size of CoFe~2~O~4~ core was \~ 4.1 nm. At the first stage, the necessary amount of pre-synthesized CoFe~2~O~4~ nanoparticles was set apart (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). At the second stage, the starting solution for the synthesis of Fe~3~O~4~ shell was prepared---FeSO~4~·7H~2~O and FeCl~3~·9H~2~O were taken in a stoichiometric ratio of 1:2 and mixed with DEG (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). NaOH in DEG was added dropwise to the obtained solution and stirred for 1 h. The pre-synthesized core (CoFe~2~O~4~) nanoparticles were added to the obtained reaction mixture, and the resulting product was mixed for 1 h under the action of ultrasound. The obtained reaction mixture was heated up to 200 °C with a rate of 2--3 °C/min and maintained at this temperature for 1.5 h. The precipitate was separated by centrifugation and dried in the air or kept in the hexane solution.Fig. 1Scheme of the synthesis of CoFe~2~O~4~/Fe~3~O~4~ core/shell nanoparticles: synthesis of CoFe~2~O~4~ core at the first stage (**a**) and final product at the second stage (**b**)

The amount of shell material to be precipitated on the core was calculated as follows. First, the volume of the shell material per one core/shell particle, *V*~shell~, was calculated by the formula: *V*~shell~ = 4/3*π*\[(*R*~2~)^3^−(*R*~1~)^3^\], where *R*~1~ and *R*~2~ are the radii of the initial and coated spherical particle, respectively. Then the mass of the shell material per one particle, *m*~shell~, was found as *m*~shell~ = *ρ*·*V*~shell~, where *ρ* is the shell density (5 g/sm^3^). Accordingly, the mass of the core material per one particle, *m*~core~, was calculated. The knowledge of *m*~shell~/*m*~core~ ratio made it possible to find the mass of the shell material for any chosen mass of the core material. For example, to cover 1 g of CoFe~2~O~4~ nanoparticles with an average size of 4.1 nm with a shell of about 1 nm, it requires 1.2 g of Fe~3~O~4~.

### Synthesis of Fe~3~O~4~/CoFe~2~O~4~ MNPs {#Sec7}

Fe~3~O~4~/CoFe~2~O~4~ nanoparticles with a core/shell structure were synthesized in a three-neck flask in the argon atmosphere. As a core of the MNPs, Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles, which were synthesized by the method described above, were used. The average size of Fe~3~O~4~ core was \~ 6.3 nm. At the first stage, the necessary amount of pre-synthesized Fe~3~O~4~ nanoparticles was set apart. At the second stage, the starting solution for the synthesis of CoFe~2~O~4~ shell was prepared---Co(NO~3~)~2~·6H~2~O and FeCl~3~·9H~2~O were dissolved in DEG, and the solution was stirred for 10--20 min. NaOH in DEG was added dropwise to the resulting solution and stirred for 1 h. Then the pre-synthesized core (Fe~3~O~4~) nanoparticles were added to the obtained reaction mixture, and the resulting product was mixed for 1 h under the action of ultrasound. The obtained reaction mixture was heated up to 200 °C with a rate of 2--3 °C/min and maintained at this temperature for 1.5 h. The precipitate was separated by centrifugation and dried in the air or kept in the hexane solution.

The amount of shell (CoFe~2~O~4~), which was precipitated on the core (Fe~3~O~4~), was calculated by the technique described above, taking into account that the initial average size of core nanoparticles was 6.3 nm.

According to the methods described above, two sets of core/shell MNPs were synthesized. The first one includes MNPs with CoFe~2~O~4~ core and Fe~3~O~4~ shell with the calculated effective thickness of the shell 0, 0.05, 1, and 2.5 nm. The second set includes MNPs with Fe~3~O~4~ core and CoFe~2~O~4~ shell with the calculated effective thickness of the shell 0, 0.05, and 1 nm. In the text below, the first and second sets will be denoted as Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) and Fe/Co(*t*~Co~), respectively.

Details of Characterization and Measurements {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------

Nanostructured powders were investigated by PANalytical's X-ray diffraction (XRD) system on X'Pert powder diffractometer (Co-K*α* radiation, voltage 45 kV, current 35 mA, Ni filter). Calculations of the intensity redistribution and angles of X-ray peaks for individual compounds and core/shell nanoparticles were performed by PeakFit 4.12 software using individual peaks with maximum intensity in the range of 2*θ* angles from 38° to 46°.

The size and morphology of powder particles have been determined by means of a JEM-1230 scanning electron microscope. To calculate the particle size distribution, TEM images were analyzed according to the procedure described by Peddis et al. \[[@CR19]\].

Magnetic measurements were performed in the 5--350 K temperature range using a commercial Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) equipped with vibrating sample magnetometer. Magnetic moment was measured upon heating for both zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) conditions. Isothermal magnetic hysteresis loops were measured at 5 and 300 K in magnetic fields from − 60 to 60 kOe.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

XRD and TEM Investigations {#Sec10}
--------------------------

XRD patterns for the nanoparticles under study indicate that all synthesized samples have a cubic spinel structure (JCPDS card number 19-0629 \[[@CR20]\]). No traces of impurity phases have been revealed (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2XRD patterns for the nanoparticles under study

Taking into account that core and shell have the same density, they cannot be distinguished by the contrast of the TEM image. Therefore, to confirm the formation of core/shell structure, we used a comparative analysis of XRD patterns collected from separate CoFe~2~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs, mechanical mixture composed of these compounds taken in 1:1 ratio, and supposed core/shell structures. As described in detail in Reference \[[@CR18]\], the results confirm the formation of core/shell structure rather than a mechanical mixture.

As can be estimated from the results of TEM investigations, the size of the Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) сore/shell nanoparticles increases from \~ 4.1 to \~ 7.3 nm with the increase of calculated *t*~Fe~ from 0.05 to 2.5 nm (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that experimentally obtained shell thicknesses are smaller than calculated ones. This can be explained by the fact that not all amount of shell material precipitated on the surface of the core. It is also noteworthy that for the case where calculated shell thickness is 0.05 nm, the particles have island-like shell rather than continuous one, since the thickness of the shell cannot be smaller than the lattice parameter of Fe~3~O~4~.Fig. 3TEM images of Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) nanoparticles with *t*~Fe~ = 0 nm (**a**), 0.05 nm (**b**), 1 nm (**c**), and 2.5 nm (**d**). Insets show the diagrams of size distribution for corresponding ensembles of nanoparticles (the units of abscissa axes are nanometers)

The size of the Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) сore/shell nanoparticles increases from \~ 6.3 to \~ 7.9 nm with the increase of calculated *t*~Fe~ from 0.05 to 2.5 nm (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly to the case of Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) nanoparticles, experimentally obtained shell thickness is smaller than the calculated one.Fig. 4TEM images of Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) nanoparticles with *t*~Co~ = 0 nm (**a**), 0.05 nm (**b**), and 1 nm (**c**). Insets show the diagrams of size distribution for corresponding ensembles of nanoparticles (the units of abscissa axes are nanometers)

Magnetic Measurements {#Sec11}
---------------------

Figure [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}--[g](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows magnetic hysteresis loops measured at 5 and 300 K for Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) and Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) core/shell nanoparticles. It is seen that for both sets of samples, the addition of shell and subsequent increase in its thickness strongly affect the loop shape by modifying its parameters, in particular, saturation magnetization, *M*~s~, and coercivity, *H*~c~.Fig. 5**a**--**g** Magnetic hysteresis loops *M*(*H*) for Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) and Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) core/shell nanoparticles, measured at 5 and 300 K. **h** Dependence of coercivity measured at 5 K on the thickness of shell *t*~Fe(Co)~

At 5 K, the values of the saturation magnetization for uncoated CoFe~2~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs are equal to 50 and 77 emu/g, respectively. It is noteworthy that *M*~s~ equals 94 and 98 emu/g for respective bulk counterparts \[[@CR21]\]. The reduced magnetization of the MNPs may result from a noticeable contribution from the near-surface layers which are usually characterized by the enhanced magnetic disorder. At the same time, one can conclude that the contribution to magnetization from the near-surface layers is higher in CoFe~2~O~4~ MNPs than in Fe~3~O~4~ ones.

Initial coating of MNPs (*t*~Fe(Co)~ = 0.05 nm) results in an increase of *M*~s~ for both sets of MNPs. At the same time, the growth of *M*~s~ is highly pronounced in Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) samples and less expressed in Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) ones. This implies that the coating of MNPs strongly affects the properties of the near-surface layers of the core, at least for CoFe~2~O~4~ MNPs. For both sets of samples, the increase in the thickness of corresponding shells gives rise to a slight reduction of *M*~s~, as compared to the MNPs with the 0.05 nm shell. The rise of temperature to 300 K leads to a reduction of the saturation magnetization (by \~ 25% for Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) MNPs and \~ 15% for Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) ones) but does not introduce qualitative changes in the *M*~s~ vs *t*~Fe(Co)~ behavior.

Dependence of coercivity measured at 5 K on the thickness of shells is shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}h. For Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) MNPs, the initial coating of CoFe~2~O~4~ core with Fe~3~O~4~ shell (*t*~Fe~ = 0.05 nm) brings about only slight changes of *H*~c~---it remains near 13.8 kOe for both uncoated and coated MNPs. However, *H*~c~ sharply reduces with the further increase in *t*~Fe~---it drops to 5.27 kOe for *t*~Fe~ = 1 nm and reaches 1.93 kOe for *t*~Fe~ = 2.5 nm.

An opposite tendency is the characteristic of Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) MNPs; initial coating of Fe~3~O~4~ particles with CoFe~2~O~4~ shell (*t*~Co~ = 0.05 nm) results in the sharp increase of *H*~c~ from 0.38 to 2.65 kOe (almost one order of magnitude). As shell thickness rises further, the coercivity continues to increase and reaches 6.83 kOe for *t*~Co~ = 1 nm. This value is higher than *H*~c~ of Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~ = 1 nm). A reasonable explanation of the *H*~c~ vs *t*~Co~ dependence for Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) MNPs can be achieved assuming a simultaneous action of two factors---modification of the parameters of interfacial region between the core and shell, and contribution of magnetically hard shell to the enhancement of the total coercivity.

Temperature dependences of normalized zero-field-cooled magnetization, *M*~zfc~(*T*)/*M*~s~, for Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) and Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) MNPs are shown in Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}--[g](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The data marked by circles were obtained experimentally in a field of 50 Oe. Each curve displays a maximum at a certain temperature *T*~b~ which is called blocking temperature. At this temperature, thermal energy becomes comparable to the anisotropy energy of MNPs, making the behavior of MNPs highly sensitive to external perturbations and conditions of the experiment. Below *T*~b~, the magnetic moments of the majority of particles are frozen on the time scale given by the experiment with their preferable orientations being governed by magnetic anisotropy. Above *T*~b~, the magnetic moments of the majority of particles can be considered as freely fluctuating, resulting in a superparamagnetic-like behavior of the ensemble.Fig. 6**a−g** Temperature dependences of normalized zero-field-cooled magnetization, *M*~zfc~(*T*)/*M*~s~, for Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) and Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) MNPs: open circles---experimental data obtained in a field of 50 Oe; red solid lines---fitted curves with the use of Formula ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Dotted rectangles show regions where the maximal correspondence between experimental and fitted curves was targeted. **h** Dependence of blocking temperature *T*~b~ on the thickness of shells

The values of blocking temperature for uncoated CoFe~2~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs are equal to 140 and 175 K, respectively. The reason for the fact that *T*~b~ for the CoFe~2~O~4~ MNPs is lower than that for the Fe~3~O~4~ ones is likely to originate from a smaller size of Co spinel nanoparticles.

Dependences of blocking temperature on the thickness of shells are shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}h. For both sets of MNPs, initial coating (*t*~Fe(Co)~ = 0.05 nm) leads to the rapid increase in *T*~b~. Further, the rise in the thickness of shells affects *T*~b~ not so strongly, as an initial coating. In our opinion, this fact additionally proves the idea that the primary effect of the MNP coating consists in the modification of the interfacial region between the core and shell.

The knowledge of *T*~b~ makes it possible to extract the information about characteristic features of the temperature dependence of coercivity. According to Reference \[[@CR22]\], rough estimation of the changes of coercivity with temperature can be made using the formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {H}_{\mathrm{c}}(T)={H}_{\mathrm{c}0}\left[1-{\left(T/{T}_{\mathrm{b}}\right)}^{0.5}\right] $$\end{document}$$where *H*~c0~ is the coercivity at *T* = 0 K. It follows from this formula that for all samples of Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) set, coercivity becomes negligible at *T* \> 200 K. On the other hand, for core/shell MNPs of the second set, *H*~c~ remains finite at *T* \> 300 K, meaning that core/shell architecture is a powerful tool to tune coercivity of nanostructured magnetics.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

To get a deeper insight into the processes governing the behavior of the core/shell nanoferrites, more detailed analysis of the obtained data has been performed. A simple model of non-interacting single domain particles \[[@CR1]\] has been used for the fit of experimental *M*~zfc~(*T*)/*M*~s~ dependences shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The population of MNPs (given by a volume distribution *f*(*V*)) is sharply divided into two groups at each temperature, depending on their particular size---the fraction in an ideal superparamagnetic state that corresponds to MNPs below a certain critical volume and those, above such limit, whose magnetic moment remains blocked \[[@CR23]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \frac{M_{\mathrm{ZFC}}}{M_{\mathrm{s}}}=\left[\underset{0}{\overset{V\mathrm{c}}{\int }}L\left({M}_{\mathrm{s}} HV/{k}_{\mathrm{B}}T\right)V\cdot f(V) dV+\underset{V\mathrm{c}}{\overset{\infty }{\int }}\left({M}_{\mathrm{s}}H/3{K}_{\mathrm{eff}}\right)V\cdot f(V) dV\right]/\underset{0}{\overset{\infty }{\int }}V\cdot f(V) dV, $$\end{document}$$where *L* is the Langevin function, *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, *f*(*V*) is the volume distribution function, and *K*~eff~ is the particle effective anisotropy. In the first term, the low energy barrier approximation is used, where the energy barrier (defined as *K*~eff~*V*) is much smaller than the thermal energy *k*~B~*T*, and so can be neglected. Accordingly, the response of the magnetization to changes of magnetic field or temperature (*H* or *T*) follows a Langevin function. The second term component results from the initial susceptibility of randomly oriented single domain nanoparticles with effective anisotropy *K*~eff~. The threshold between the two populations is given by a critical volume *V*~c~:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {V}_{\mathrm{c}}=\frac{k_{\mathrm{B}}T}{K_{\mathrm{eff}}}\ln \left(\frac{\tau_{\mathrm{m}}}{\tau_0}\right), $$\end{document}$$where *τ*~m~ is the characteristic measurement time, *τ*~0~ = 10^−9^ s \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. For quasistatic measurements, *τ*~m~ was chosen equal to100 s.

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}--[g](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} by red solid lines. In the process of the fitting, the lognormal distribution of MNPs in size was chosen, in compliance with the TEM data (see Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The mode particle size *d*~σ~, at which a global maximum on the probability density function is achieved, was taken from TEM data and kept fixed. The width of the size distribution (standard deviation) and the value of *K*~eff~ were varied to reach maximal correspondence between experimental and fitted data. In the first place, the region in the vicinity of *T*~b~ was targeted (shown by dotted rectangles in Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}--[g](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The overall degree of correspondence between the experimental and fitted curves may be improved by taking into account the presence of dispersion not only in MNP size but also in other parameters. As an example, Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that almost ideal correspondence can be achieved by introducing a normal (Gaussian) distribution in *K*~eff~ (standard deviation is near 20% of *K*~eff~^max^). However, further analysis shows that *K*~eff~^max^ resulted from such calculations turns out to be equal to the anisotropy constant determined under the neglect of *K*~eff~ dispersion. Also, the results of such calculations do not add any important information to the discussion below. For this reason, the dispersion of *K*~eff~ was not accounted for in the remaining part of the paper.Fig. 7**a**, **b** Comparison of experimental *M*~zfc~(*T*)/*M*~s~ curves with simulated ones where the calculations were carried out with taking into account the presence of dispersion in *K*~eff~: (**a**) Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~ = 2.5 nm) sample; (**b**) Fe/Co(*t*~Co~ = 0) sample

The parameters resulted from the fitting procedure are collected in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The width of the size distribution, *σ*~d~, resulted from the fitting, turns out to be close to that obtained experimentally from TEM data (the difference does not exceed 10%). The anisotropy constant *K*~eff~ tends to be reduced in Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) MNPs and increased in Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) ones, as the thickness of the corresponding shell grows. Such *K*~eff~ behavior is believed to be related to a redistribution of contributions to resulting MNP anisotropy from highly anisotropic Co ferrite and weakly anisotropic Fe~3~O~4~.Table 1Parameters used for calculations of *M*~zfc~(*T*)/*M*~s~ curves presented in Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}--[g](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}*t*~Fe(Co)~, nm00.0512.5*K*~eff~, × 10^6^ erg/cm^3^ Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~)9.711.27.51.9 Fe/Co(*t*~Co~)1.84.55.8--*d*~σ~^a^, nm Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~)4.14.25.07.3 Fe/Co(*t*~Co~)6.36.47.9--*σ*~d~^b^, % of *d*~σ~ Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~)30282417 Fe/Co(*t*~Co~)161818--^a^The mode particle size *d*~σ~ which was taken from TEM data^b^The width of lognormal distribution (standard deviation), as obtained from the fitting procedure

Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows shell thickness dependences of saturation magnetization and anisotropy constant for Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) and Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) MNPs. It is seen that with the use of core/shell architecture, it is possible to change principal magnetic parameters, *M*~s~ and *K*~eff~, over a wide range of their values. Two striking features of the graphs of Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} should be noted. First, an initial coating of MNPs with the shells may lead to rapid changes of the magnetic parameters of MNPs, which is especially expressed in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, d. This implies that one important effect from the addition of a shell is a modification of the parameters of the core-shell interface. Second, core/shell nanoparticles contain combined features of both the core and the shell (i.e., addition of shell with high anisotropy results in the increase of total anisotropy), but the resulting combination is not a simple summation of corresponding characteristics.Fig. 8**a**--**d** Shell thickness dependences of saturation magnetization (**a**,**b**) and anisotropy constant (**c**,**d**) for Co/Fe(*t*~Fe~) (**a**,**c**) and Fe/Co(*t*~Co~) (**b**,**d**) MNPs

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

Two sets of core/shell MNPs, CoFe~2~O~4~/Fe~3~O~4~ and Fe~3~O~4~/CoFe~2~O~4~, with varied thickness of shells were synthesized from metal chlorides in DEG solution. Single-phase spinel structural type for all samples was confirmed by XRD studies.

It is shown that for both sets of MNPs, the addition of shell strongly affects the shape of hysteresis loop and temperature dependences of magnetization. Based on a simple approach of coexistent superparamagnetic and blocked MNPs, the effective anisotropy constants were calculated. It is shown that in addition to the control of saturation magnetization, the use of core/shell architecture makes it possible to control the total effective anisotropy constant over a wide range of values.

It is concluded that coating of MNPs with the shells results in two simultaneous effects: first, it modifies the parameters of the core-shell interface, and second, it makes the particles acquire combined features of the core and the shell. The first effect becomes especially prominent when the parameters of core and shell strongly differ from each other.
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